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AGENDA – In-person KMEP meeting - Tuesday 5 December 2023, 15.30 – 17.30 
Canterbury Christ Church University,  

Old Sessions House, North Holmes Road Main Campus (CT1 1PW) and on MS TEAMS 
 

  Approx time 

 

Page/Presenter 

0. Coffee & Networking on arrival in OS.1.17  

(Old Sessions House, First Floor, Room 17) 

15:30  

 

1. 

 

Room OS1.01, First Floor, Room 01 

Welcome from Chairman 

Apologies for absence & Declaration of interests 

 

 

15:45 

 

Liz Gibney 

2. LEP Transition & KMEP 2024 Update 

 

15:50 Steve Samson /  

Liz Gibney 

3. Getting Building Fund Update 

 

16:30 Steve Samson 

4.  Kent & Medway Economic Framework Update 

 

16:35 Ross Gill 

5.  International Rail Services 

 

16:55 Andrew Osborne / 

Mark Welch 

6. Any other Business 

 

  

Future Meeting Dates: 

• Monday 15 January, 15:30-17:30 online 

• Tuesday 5 March, 15:30-17:30 online or in person TBC 

 

 

 
Attendees: 

 
KMEP Board Members: 

 

Liz Gibney (KMEP Chairman & Lee Evans 
Partnership) 
Jo James (Vice Chair & Kent Invicta Chamber of 
Commerce) 
Vince Lucas (VA Rail) 
Andrew Metcalf (Maxim PR) 
Graham Razey (East Kent College)  
Miranda Chapman (Pillory Barn) 

Andrew Metcalf (Maxim PR) – online  

Roland Cooper (Considine)  

Carol Ford (Horticultural Task Force) 

 

Cllr Robert Thomas (Kent CC) 
Cllr Alan Baldock (Canterbury CC) 
Cllr Noel Ovenden (Ashford BC) 
Cllr Lauren Edwards (Medway Council) 
Cllr Roger Gough (Kent CC) 
Cllr Perry Cole (Sevenoaks District Council)  
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Additional Attendees:  
Stephanie Holt-Castle (Kent CC)            
Steve Samson (Kent CC)  
Ross Gill (SQW)  
Andrew Osbourne (Ashford BC) 
Mark Welch (Kent CC)          
Karen Britton (Maidstone BC) 
Emma Watson (Kent CC) 
 
Board Member Apologies: 
Matthew Arnold (Stage Coach), Mario Caccamo (NIAB), Nick Fenton (Nick Fenton Associates), Jane 

Harrington (University of Greenwich), Graham Razey (East Kent College) , Cllr Kevin Mills (DDC), Cllr Chris 

Townend (DDC), Cllr Jim Martin (FHDC), Cllr David Burton, Cllr Julia Thornton (replaced in person by Cllr 

Perry Cole (SDC), Cllr Rick Everitt (TDC), Cllr Matt Boughton (TMDC), Cllr Ben Chapelard TWBC) 

 
Item 1 – Welcome, introduction and apologies. 
1.1       Liz Gibney (the KMEP Chairman) welcomed attendees to the meeting. Apologies   

were stated by Steve Samson (listed above)  
1.2  There were no declarations of interest made.  
1.3 The minutes of the 3 October 2023 meeting were agreed. The actions are listed 

below and still outstanding :  
 

 
Item 2 - LEP Transition Update 

2.1  Steve Samson provided an update on the LEP Transition Process, Timetable and  
Workstreams, which was covered in the slides below:  
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2.2 Cllr Roger Gough asked if the offer from Essex CC overlaps with what Kent and Medway 

are offering?  
Steve Samson said although we have not seen the role profile the understanding is that 
the offer is very similar and there is potential competition.  

2.3 Cllr Lauren Edwards asked where the candidates were based and pointed out that this 
might also impact on uptake in our region.  

2.4 Jo James asked what the impact of not recruiting these roles is?  
Steve Samson said this was not clear and confirmed that there were 7 FTE roles 
currently, so it would not be possible to fill all the roles put forward by Kent and 
Medway.  

2.5 Stephanie Holt-Castle said that there would also be a small pot of money that we will get 
and that we want to spend on delivering programmes.  

2.6 As the process is still with SELEP Liz Gibney proposed coming forward with a plan B.  
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Steve Samson said that SELEP board members may want to raise this during the SELEP 
meeting of Friday 8 December. 

 

 
 
2.7 Steve Samson said that £3m will come back in Q4 24-25 and £6 million the year after 

that. They are currently being monitored by KCC and are rated green. 
2.8 Cllr Lauren Edwards said that they have asked for maximum flexibility in terms of how 

the money is spent in Medway. But particularly keen to use this for inward investment 
purposes.  

2.9 SELEP does not need to report directly to government on this fund.  
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2.10 With regards to the Greater South East Net Zero Hub  SELEP will retain its seat until         

March and then would need to decide between 6 local authorities to put forward a Rep. This 

Rep would be for the whole set and former set of area until the terms of reference or until the 

Great SE deciding they're able to give a fair opportunity to this. 
2.11 Vince Lucas said that in terms of Transport in the Southeast a group including East Sussex 

would be of value.  
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2.12 Jo James highlighted the fact that procurement takes time and that there is potential for a 

gap in delivery of the Growth Hub service 

 
2.13 Delivering Growth Hub will fall under governemtn programmes possibly also Business  

Engagement.  
2.14 Lack of certainty as Growth Hub contracts are only 1 year.  
2.15 Jo James said that Covid support programmes provided a good model of business support 

shame this did not contiue with Growth Hub as doing this county wide provides economies of 
scale.  
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2.16 Liz Gibney pointed out that all funding coming to KMEP will fall under one of these 5 

headings and need to make sure all projects have a route to funding through this structure.  
2.17 Make sure that there is a representative for KMEP for each of these 5 sections 
2.18 Ultimately the aim is that KMEP has, through this structure and much clearer and more join 

up approach to drawing down funding.  
2.19 This structure is a potential direction of travel and will very much be open for discussion  
2.20 Carol Ford said that she felt that Eduction and Skills theme should be LSIP led.  
2.21 Steve Samson                                      ‘    ’                          ‘   ’   
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2.22 Liz Gibney pointed out that all the details will be worked on at a workstream level 
but that they would feed back into KMEP to ensure that everybody feels that they are 
engaged.  

2.23 Jo James said that KMEP members would need to do more than just attend board 
meetings to achieve this structure, which will be a challenge if there is no funding 
involved.  

2.24 Liz Gibney said that hopefully it will mean that when the funding comes there will be 
a mechanism for delivery.  

2.25 Vince Lucas said that it is important that services were represented as well as just 
infrastructure projects.  Considering community needs for these services.  

2.26 Andrew Metcalf suggested renaming the Infrastructure Workstream Infrastructure 
and Delivery.  

2.27 Andrew Metcalf also asked who was going to deliver this work given the financial 
burden that local authorities are already under.  

2.28 Liz Gibney said that we just need to work out what the key mechanism is so that 
issues can be addressed when they need to be                  ’                      
happen all at once.  

2.29 There was an agreement that the Green Economy should be involved in all sector 
groups.  

2.30 Jo James said that raising the profile of the Green Economy throughout the structure 
should be our gold flag, become embedded and become a real talking point for our 
strategy.  
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Item 3 -  Getting Building Fund update. 
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3.1 Out of the 16 projects 3 of KMEP projects are in the top 5 and are likely to be approved in 

January.  

3.2 Further funds may also be made available in January and the list as it stands would remain.  
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Item 4 Kent & Medway Economic Framework Update 
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4.1 Roger Gough asked how District Strategic Plans can be represented in KMEF level plan which 

takes a broad brush approach?  

4.2 Ross Gill said that there is a sub section on the strategic landscape and the Framework talks 

about this there which can be built out.  
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4.3 Miranda Chapman asked in terms of the evidence base what does this actually look like? Ross 

Gill said that it was a substantive PowerPoint pack with graphs and statistics that can be lifted 

from the document for use elsewhere.  

4.4 Miranda Chapman also asked if we are talking with young people enough about skills and have 

we taken their views into account when putting together the Framework and should we have? 

4.5 Ross Gill said that it is probably not wise to open another channel of consultation at this stage, 

however, this can be made part in taking the Framework forward and Next Steps  

4.6 Liz Gibney also mentioned that it would be beneficial to engage with the economically inactive 

around skills. It is important that the Framework delivers the right thing for the right people.  

 

Item 5 International Rail Services 
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5.1 Is there sufficient space at Ebbsfleet and Ashford to deal with the new border requirements?  

5.2 Current understanding is that there should be enough space at both Ebbsfleet and Ashford 

stations, the critical element will be how many officers that there will be available to facilitate St 

Pancras and both Kent/ stations.   

5.3 Is there any certainty around the resilience of the journeys and how reliable they would be?  

5.4 Carol Ford asked how the renewed train journey would impact Medway? The trains running 

would have an impact for a wide-ranging area including East Sussex and South London and 
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would certainly include Medway. The infrastructure is already in place and there would be no 

need to build anything new.  

5.5 Carol Ford also asked if Eurostar is just a passenger service? Yes, it is but there are a limited 

number of freight services operating through the channel tunnel. The issue of freight through 

the channel tunnel would be a discussion for a different meeting.  

5.6 Roger Gough asked if there was any input that                                    ’        

later that evening? Andrew Osbourne said it would be key to have the views of business leaders 

for them to become champions.  

5.7 If it is not possible to get both stations back up and running, how do you avoid bias towards one 

or another? Andrew Osborne said that the immediate priority it to get the services return.  

5.8 Miranda Chapman said she was happy to help in terms of engaging potential Ambassadors 

through LinkedIn and pointed out the value of promoting the Service though Tiktok.  

5.9 Vince Lucas talked about the that in his view there have been 3 failures. A market failure against 

HS1, Policy failure and a market and policy failure, as there has been nothing done to protect the 

services. If these failures are not addressed that not much will happen. He is also not convinced 

that the competition is viable.  

5.10 Jo James asked if Vince Lucas could email his above views as it is useful information. 

5.11 Vince Lucas said that in the New Year he would write a paper on this an publish this.  

5.12 Roger Gough pointed out that it could be interesting to talk to the competitions and markets 

authority (CMA) regarding Eurostar. 

5.13 Vince Lucas said that it is important to have a public campaign but also work hard on 

addressing the underlying policy issues.  

Item 6 AOB  

6.1 Liz Gibney thanked Jo James for her role on the board as this is her last meeting before 

retirement.  
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